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1. Introduction

Out-of-school settings represent rich contexts for learning, providing youth with opportunities to take part in learning activities that are personally meaningful and engaging (Bell, Bricker, Reeve, Zimmerman, & Tzou, 2013; Crowley, Barron, Knutson, & Martin, in press). Unfortunately, for many youth, informal learning experiences go undocumented and unrecognized beyond the setting in which they occur. As a result, these young people miss opportunities to form connections between their informal and formal learning experiences, connections that would likely serve to deepen the learning that takes place in each setting (Ito et al., 2013). Also missed are opportunities to use the skills and achievements gained in informal contexts to unlock future educational and job-related experiences.

With the emergence of openly networked technologies, excitement has grown over the potential for such technologies to address these missed opportunities, particularly for youth from non-dominant backgrounds, who are defined as members of diverse cultural groups that have traditionally been excluded from institutionalized sources of privilege (Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003; Ito et al., 2013). Though the potential is there, affluent youth continue to enjoy the greatest opportunities to experience rich learning experiences with new media technologies (Hohlfeld, Ritzhaupt, Barron, & Kemker, 2008; Ito et al., 2013; Neuman & Celano, 2012; Zhong, 2011). Addressing this participation gap in technology use represents an ongoing challenge to leveraging openly networked technologies to promote social equity (Jenkins, Clinton, Purushotma, Robison, & Weigel, 2009).

Digital badges represent a specific kind of networked technology that has the potential both to recognize and connect learning across contexts. As web-enabled digital icons containing metadata associated with specific learning goals, practices, and outcomes, digital badges are an alternative credentialing system aimed at recognizing and rewarding learning across a variety of domains, both inside and outside of
formal educational contexts (Gibson, Ostashewski, Flintoff, Grant, & Knight, 2013; Grant, 2014). Though there is considerable enthusiasm and speculation around using digital badges to promote educational change, whether they succeed at empowering learners and connecting their learning across contexts remains largely untested (Riconscente, Kamarainen, & Honey, 2013). Particularly lacking is knowledge of the value that key stakeholders—including youth themselves—attribute to particular badges and badge systems. The current study addresses this gap in existing literature by documenting the badge-related experiences and perspectives of students, teachers, and staff affiliated with an afterschool program that serves youth from predominantly low-income, immigrant backgrounds. Through our analyses of interviews and focus groups, we identified the dominant opportunities and challenges that these stakeholders perceived with respect to using digital badges in their afterschool setting. The findings provide new insight into factors affecting the success or failure of implementing a digital badge system in informal learning contexts.

1.1. Theoretical context

The theoretical context for this study is grounded in situated theories of learning, which emphasize the social, contextualized nature of learning (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lave, 1988). According to this perspective, learning is an inherently relational process that takes place as people negotiate meaning in specific social contexts (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Evidence of one’s learning is similarly negotiated among actors who are embedded in distinct social systems, each with its own set of norms, values, artifacts, and practices. As one type of learning evidence, digital badges must be considered within the social contexts in which they are used. As digital, easily transportable artifacts, they must also be considered in light of the meaning they are able to communicate across contexts. In what follows, we draw on relevant theory and research to explore how badges might operate within and across specific contexts.

It is now well understood that learning is supported when students are given the opportunity to take on meaningful roles within a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). For instance, in their study of high school students’ participation on a basketball team and in a mathematics classroom, Nasir and Hand (2008) examined the mechanisms by which youth became engaged in and identified with each domain. They found that engagement and identification deepened as youth were given the chance to take on integral roles and when they were recognized as competent, valued contributors within the community of practice. They defined the term practice-linked identities to describe the sense of agency that learners feel when they experience a personal connection to a domain. In subsequent work, Nasir and Cooks (2009) found evidence of similar processes at work as high school students developed practice-linked identities in track and field.

This conception of a socially embedded identity developed through consequential participation in an activity aligns with Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain’s (1998) agency-identity framework. According to this framework, identity is not a fixed essence that is formed and contained within an individual. Rather, it is an ever-evolving construct whose meaning is negotiated continuously through social interaction. As a result, one’s sense of identity is integrally tied to the perceptions and reactions of others. The roles, discourses, and practices available to individuals shape how they negotiate their identities within a community of practice. Learning is embedded in these negotiations as individuals’ positions and perspectives change with their changing identities (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This practice theory of identity has been explored in subsequent studies investigating the intersection between socially constructed identities and learning (Barton & Tan, 2010; Bell, Tzou, Bricker, & Barnes, 2012; Bell et al., 2013).

Artifacts play a central role in Holland et al.’s (1998) agency-identity framework. Artifacts represent mediating devices that communicate meaning within a social context—or figured world—and help to position people within that context. In this way, individuals use them as “tools of identity” to establish their roles and help shape how others see them (Holland et al., 1998, p. 42). According to Holland et al., artifacts can be tangible objects, such as the poker chips awarded for sobriety in Alcoholics Anonymous, or they can be intangible symbols, such as the pronoun used to refer to a wife. A digital badge represents a type of artifact that communicates, through its visual icon and metadata, an individual’s skills, achievements, or interests. When artifacts position a person as competent and skilled, they contribute to a sense of personal agency. Drawing on Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of pivotal objects, Holland et al. argue that it is “…their capacity to shift the perceptual, cognitive, affective, and practical frame of activity—that makes cultural artifacts so significant in human life” (1998, p. 63). In short, artifacts open up new possibilities for being and acting through their ability to communicate meaning among people.

Collectively, this body of work establishes the importance of providing learners with the opportunity to take on consequential roles and gain recognition from others for those roles. Such recognition shapes how learners see themselves and, consequently, how engaged they become in a particular learning activity or domain of inquiry. With their ability to communicate meaning between people, artifacts are central to this process. To that end, there is growing interest in the potential for digital badges—a specific type of artifact—to support learners’ engagement in a domain by providing a way for them to gain recognition for their skills and achievements (Riconscente et al., 2013).

1.2. Digital badges within and across learning settings

Existing research on digital badges, though still emergent, provides some insight into the impact of badges on individuals’ levels of engagement in certain activities. In one study, for instance, a badge-based achievement system was introduced into an online learning tool used by college students (Denny, 2013). A randomized controlled experiment involving over 1000 students found evidence for the positive impact of badges on students’ levels of participation. Specifically, badges increased the quantity of students’ contributions and length of time they engaged without decreasing the quality of their contributions. In addition, students reported high levels of enjoyment and a preference for having badges incorporated into the online interface. In a separate experimental study investigating the effects of assigning editing awards or “barnstars” to Wikipedia contributors, Restivo and van de Rijt (2012) found that receiving barnstars increased the productivity of the experimental group by 60% compared to the control group. Other research has produced more mixed results, and suggests that the motivational effects of badges may vary according to interactions among the individual, activity, and type of badge awarded (Abramovich, Schunn, & Higashi, 2013; Boticki, Baks, Seow, & Looi, in press; Filscecker & Hickey, 2014). Together, these studies do not appear to support the fears expressed by some that badges will decrease levels of intrinsic motivation by emphasizing extrinsic rewards (see Riconscente et al.,
Instead, they support a situative perspective on motivation, in which extrinsic and intrinsic motivation each play a role in supporting meaningful participation in a learning activity (Hickey & McCaslin, 2001).

Beyond increasing levels of engagement in a discrete activity, badges may also promote longer-term engagement by supporting deepening levels of participation over time and across contexts. As learners gain skills and knowledge in a particular domain of inquiry, they transition from peripheral participation in a community of practice to a deeper, more integral form of participation (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This progression can be characterized as a learning pathway, defined by Bell and colleagues as a series of linked actions that result in progressively deeper participation in a domain that is personally consequential (Bell et al., 2013). Unfortunately, learning pathways are often quite opaque to learners, resulting in a poor understanding of the steps needed to develop expertise in a domain. It can be particularly challenging to make visible the learning pathways available to youth outside of school, as informal learning experiences are typically not documented to the same degree as they are in formal educational settings (Bell et al., 2013). There is growing enthusiasm around using digital badges to increase the visibility of learning pathways in formal and informal contexts, thereby giving learners a sense of control and ownership over their learning experiences (Riconscente et al., 2013). As micro-credentials documenting specific skills and achievements, badges are well positioned to highlight the intermediate phases through which individuals pass as they deepen their expertise in a domain. By documenting where learners have been, badges can signal where they should go next.

Bell and colleagues point out that learning pathways can span multiple contexts (Bell et al., 2013). However, it can be difficult to form connections across settings that have their own sets of norms, values, and practices. As mediating devices, artifacts can facilitate these cross-context connections. When artifacts are used to communicate meaning across contexts, they serve as boundary objects that make it possible to translate the values and practices in one setting to the values and practices in another setting (Bowker & Star, 1999; Star & Greisemer, 1989).

Credentials represent a specific type of boundary object that help individuals signal their skills and qualifications to external audiences, and, in turn, help gatekeepers such as employers make judgments based on the information signaled by individuals (Bills, 2003). For instance, college transcripts help communicate students’ skills and accomplishments to audiences outside the institution in which they were acquired, such as parents and prospective employers.

Halavais (2012) observes that badges have the potential to act as ideal boundary objects. He points to initiatives such as Mozilla’s open badges infrastructure (OBI), which provides a means to standardize badge metadata and enable interoperability across online platforms. Acknowledging the potential of Mozilla’s OBI, Ruginis (2013) notes that considerable interpretive work is still required to make sense of badge collections, raising challenges with respect to validating the credibility of badges earned in diverse contexts. Indeed, key stakeholders associated with digital badges in education—such as educators, students, badge system designers, and prospective employers—have expressed concern about knowing how to judge the value of a particular badge as it moves across contexts (Davis & Klein, 2015; Fullerton, Menking, Lee, & Davis, 2014). As well, in a recent investigation of digital badges, high school students expressed resistance to the idea of sharing education-related badges on social media platforms that they experience as primarily friendship-driven spaces (Davis & Fullerton, in press; Davis & Klein, 2015). If badges are to become widely recognized and valid forms of credentials, we need a better understanding of the value that such stakeholders perceive in badges, including how they interpret their meaning, and the opportunities and challenges they perceive in using badges to recognize learners’ skills and achievements.

1.3. The current study

The current study explores the opportunities and challenges associated with implementing a digital badge system that awards high school credit for students’ participation in a network of afterschool programs serving youth from low income, immigrant backgrounds. Through interviews and focus groups with 43 students, as well as interviews with 24 teachers and afterschool mentors and one college admissions director, we explored the following research questions:

Research Question 1: How do students and teachers engage with and experience badges in the Afterschool Network’s Expanded Learning Experiences (ELEs)?
Research Question 2: What opportunities and challenges do stakeholders perceive in the use of digital badges to recognize afterschool learning?

2. Method

2.1. Research site

The research site comprises a network of afterschool programs, the Afterschool Network (AN), which serves high school students attending public school in an urban city in the Northeast United States. In 2008, the AN launched a new high school initiative to build on the organization’s long-standing and well-respected middle school programs. In 2012, students in one high school began receiving elective credit for participating in these afterschool programs, which the AN calls Expanded Learning Experiences (ELEs). During the same year, the AN began awarding digital badges to students for their successful completion of ELEs. These digital badges are displayed on students’ profiles on the website associated with the ELE program, called CentralSite. Because the ELE program was still relatively small (approximately 35 students) and located in just one school, the AN was able to host a badge award ceremony at the end of the term for all students. In this ceremony, the staff explained to students what badges were and showed them how to claim and display them online.

This badge implementation approach was not sustainable as the ELE program expanded to a second high school in fall 2013 and a third school in spring 2014. As a result, students participating in ELEs for the first time in 2013 and later received no formal training or education around the badge system. Community partners and teachers of record were somewhat more familiar with badges because the AN staff
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1 All names provided are pseudonyms to protect the privacy of study participants.
continued to discuss badges in the teacher trainings at the start of each year. However, these discussions did not involve showing community partners and teachers of record actual badges displayed on the CentralSite website.

2.2. Sample

Data include interviews and focus groups with 43 students, and interviews with 24 teachers and afterschool mentors and one college admissions director. Researchers asked questions about participants’ knowledge of and experiences with digital badges in the context of the ELE program; how they saw badges fitting in with the goals and activities associated with the ELE program; and their perceptions of the opportunities and challenges associated with digital badges.

2.3. Data collection

2.3.1. Adult sample

Eight of the 25 adult participants were service providers working directly with high school students at various afterschool programs, some of which take place at the students’ schools and some at other locations around the city. Six of the participants were teachers of record for ELE programs. As high school teachers employed by the school district, teachers of record are responsible for assigning students’ grades and deciding whether students receive high school elective credits for their participation. Teachers of record observe ELE sessions during the semester; read and respond to students’ blogs; and take part in the judging at the Exhibition Event at the end of the semester. Ten interviewees were current or former AN staff involved with the planning, implementation, and/or evaluation of ELEs and the badge system. The final interviewee was a college admissions director whose college had received student applications that included digital badges from the ELE program.

2.3.2. Student sample

We also conducted eight in-person focus group interview sessions or student pair interviews with a total of 43 students between October and April 2014. The students who participated in these sessions reflect the demographic characteristics of the broader student population in the public school district. Of the 6516 high school students enrolled in the school district in 2013–2014, 72% qualified for free or reduced lunch; 63% identified as Hispanic; 19% were Black; 10% were White; and the remaining 8% identified as either Native American, Asian Pacific, or Multi-Race. ²

2.4. Data analysis

The interviews and focus groups were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Using thematic analysis (Boyatzis, 1998), codes were developed etically—by drawing on the research questions and relevant literature—and emically—by identifying themes that emerged inductively from the perspectives of participants (Maxwell, 2005). Researchers identified an initial “start list” of opportunity and challenge codes (Miles & Huberman, 1994) by referring to related work exploring stakeholders’ perceptions of digital badges in education (Davis & Klein, 2015; Fullerton et al., 2014). For example, we drew on Hickey’s Design Principles Documentation Project to identify codes related to recognizing, motivating, and assessing learning (Itow & Hickey, 2013; Rehak & Hickey, 2013; Schenke, Tran, & Hickey, 2013). To the extent possible, for every opportunity code we identified a parallel challenge code. For instance, one of the opportunity codes is “use badges to establish credibility, reputation, skills.” We created a parallel challenge code described as “challenge of establishing credibility, getting stakeholders to value badges.”

Two researchers then read through the entire set of transcripts to ensure the codes were appropriate and specific to the current dataset. Codes were refined through ongoing discussions during this process. These initial readings and discussions also led to the identification of additional emic codes that emerged directly from the data. Due to the nature of these emic codes, not all opportunity codes have a corresponding challenge code. The full set of codes is listed in Appendix A.

To ensure the codes were applied consistently and accurately to the entire dataset, we employed a joint, iterative process of collaborative discussion and independent corroboration (Smagorinsky, 2008). In the first stage of analysis, two researchers independently applied the top-level codes (awareness of badges, opportunities, challenges) to a transcript selected at random. We calculated kappa statistics for each code, documented areas of agreement and disagreement, and then clarified through discussion the definition and appropriate application of each code. Following guidelines suggested by Landis and Koch (1977), we repeated this process a second time, until acceptable levels of Kappa (above 0.60) were obtained. The final kappa statistics associated with awareness of badges, opportunities, and challenges were 0.76, 0.95, and 1.00, respectively.

In the second stage of analysis, one researcher took the role of primary coder and applied the opportunities and challenges sub-codes to a transcript selected at random. A second researcher served as the “shadow” coder and checked the codes applied by the primary coder to this transcript. The two researchers met to discuss areas of agreement and disagreement. After arriving at consensus on the application of sub-codes, the primary coder independently coded two additional transcripts selected at random, with the shadow coder checking the codes directly afterward. The two coders met a second time to discuss areas of agreement and disagreement and come to consensus on the final codes. This process was repeated nine times until all transcripts were coded and full consensus achieved.

During the coding process, both the primary and shadow coders identified numerous connections among individual codes. For instance, statements relating to credibility were often coded next to statements relating to actionability and recognition. By examining the connections among codes, we identified four dominant themes relating to the opportunities and challenges associated with digital badges: (1) Establishing credibility: A chicken or egg problem; (2) Motivating learners; (3) Empowering students through learning pathways; and (4) Integrating

² Citation withheld to protect the privacy of study participants. Data were obtained from the state department of education.
badges into existing practices: Logistical and institutional challenges. We have organized the findings relating to opportunities and challenges around these four themes.

3. Findings

3.1. Participants’ awareness of and experiences with badges

As noted above, digital badges are awarded to students for their successful completion of ELEs and displayed on their individual profile pages on the CentralSite website. When the first batch of badges was awarded in spring 2012, the ELE program was operating in one high school only. Students were invited to a badge awarding event at their high school, where the AN staff explained to students how to access their badges online and where they were displayed on their CentralSite profile pages. As the ELE program grew in size—both the number of students and schools participating and the number of programs offered—the badge awarding event was discontinued due to the logistical challenges associated with an expanding program.

During the 2013–2014 academic year when this study was conducted, students were largely unaware of the badges, indicating that they had never heard of digital badges before our interviews. For instance, when we asked students in one focus group if they knew anything about digital badges, the answers we received included: “What is that?” “What do you mean?” “Nobody knows about that.” Even for those students who said they had some knowledge of badges, many were not aware of how to earn them or where their earned badges were displayed. One student said: “I don’t know how to get them.” When asked if they had seen badges on their CentralSite profile, one student answered: “I’ve got to check that out.” Another student stated: “I think I’ve seen one, but I don’t know what it is.” This lack of awareness existed despite the fact that all students had visited the CentralSite website to view their profiles and use the blog features there. By contrast, all students were aware that they would receive high school credit for their successful participation in the afterschool program. Indeed, students identified the prospect of earning course credit as the primary motivation for taking part in afterschool activities. They did not see any connection between digital badges and course credit. Commented one student: “What’s the point of the badge if you just get a grade?”

The teachers and community partners expressed a similar lack of awareness of badges. One community partner stated: “I wasn’t aware of them last session. Were there any last session or is it all new?” Even for those educators who knew something about badges, much of their knowledge came indirectly through hearing the AN staff talk about them during program trainings. One community partner told us: “I heard about them through the AN’s training courses, I guess, when we went in, and they told us about what they were working on.” This awareness did not always translate into an understanding of how badges were used in the ELE program. One teacher we interviewed explained:

I’m a little confused about the badges because I never saw a student with a badge. I heard that the kids were going to get badges and they were going to get awards on it and they could put digital information on it but I never saw one kid with a digital badge. So I’m not really sure. I would hear the phrase a lot but I would never see the product.

This teacher’s comment is reflective of those educators who had some secondhand knowledge of badges but were unsure of how they were awarded, where they were displayed, or how they fit into the rest of the ELE program.

3.2. Potential opportunities, current challenges

The responses given by students, community partners, and teachers in the preceding section indicate that badges had not yet been integrated fully into the ELE program at the time of the current study. Nevertheless, participants had much to say about both the potential opportunities and current challenges associated with using digital badges in afterschool settings. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the most

### Table 1
Frequency of opportunities discussed in relation to digital badges, by stakeholder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPPORTUNITIES(^3): 425</th>
<th>CP(^3): 71</th>
<th>T(^3): 56</th>
<th>AN(^3): 175</th>
<th>S(^3): 110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>establish credibility: 125</td>
<td>20 (28%)</td>
<td>14 (25%)</td>
<td>52 (30%)</td>
<td>34 (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actionability: 77</td>
<td>11 (15%)</td>
<td>4 (7%)</td>
<td>33 (19%)</td>
<td>24 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recognition: 70</td>
<td>14 (20%)</td>
<td>11 (20%)</td>
<td>19 (11%)</td>
<td>26 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visible, granular pathways: 42</td>
<td>8 (11%)</td>
<td>2 (4%)</td>
<td>28 (16%)</td>
<td>4 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motivation: 31</td>
<td>5 (7%)</td>
<td>12 (21%)</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
<td>10 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empowerment: 26</td>
<td>3 (4%)</td>
<td>6 (11%)</td>
<td>13 (7%)</td>
<td>4 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connect learning: 19</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>14 (8%)</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equity: 9</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 (4%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\) Because only the top opportunities are reported, the total opportunities add up to more than the individual opportunities in each column.

Note: Shaded cells represent the top three most frequently cited opportunities, with the darkest shade representing the most frequently cited opportunity.
frequently cited opportunities and challenges, separated out by stakeholder. Because our analysis uncovered connections across individual codes, the dominant opportunities and challenges are grouped and discussed thematically in the following sections.

3.2.1. Establishing credibility: a chicken or egg problem

Across all stakeholders, the most frequently cited opportunity related to the potential that badges hold for establishing learners’ credibility outside the context in which their badges were earned (Table 1). Overall, 29% of the opportunity statements (125/425) related to credibility. Students, teachers, and AN staff were enthusiastic about the prospect of using badges to provide a trustworthy record of the skills and achievements that students gain through their participation in the ELE programs. One student stated: “With the [CentralSite] website you can see the digital badge. If you put that on your college resume, they [college admissions officers] can actually look at it and see how much work you’ve done.” Similarly, another student explained: “It’s supposed to show up in your transcripts… And so when you’re applying to colleges, colleges see like, you know like it wasn’t just like an extracurricular, it was like actual work. Which I think gives it a lot more credibility.” One of the teachers explained the potential of badges in this way: “I think that colleges—the fact that a college admissions officer can see that a student did something above and beyond school that they did not have to do—it was out of school time, and it was learning, and they earned a credit for it, but it was a dedication and a commitment to learning something on their own—it says a lot about that student. With the digital badging now, as people become more aware of what digital badging means, it’ll tell anybody who’s looking at a student’s transcript. If there’s a digital badge associated with it, they’ll know, ‘Well, that digital badge means that that student met X, Y, and Z criteria.’ These kids will be able to have transcripts that show learning that they could not accomplish in a traditional school day.

Statements such as these suggest that a core benefit that participants perceive in digital badges relates to their ability to document and verify to external audiences learning that takes place outside of school and that has typically gone undocumented and unverified.

At the same time, credibility also emerged as the most frequently cited challenge associated with digital badges, with 31% of the total challenge statements (110/352) related to credibility. Students, teachers, and AN staff were enthusiastic about the prospect of using badges to provide a trustworthy record of the skills and achievements that students gain through their participation in the ELE programs. One student stated: “With the [CentralSite] website you can see the digital badge. If you put that on your college resume, they [college admissions officers] can actually look at it and see how much work you’ve done.” Similarly, another student explained: “It’s supposed to show up in your transcripts… And so when you’re applying to colleges, colleges see like, you know like it wasn’t just like an extracurricular, it was like actual work. Which I think gives it a lot more credibility.” One of the teachers explained the potential of badges in this way: “I think that colleges—the fact that a college admissions officer can see that a student did something above and beyond school that they did not have to do—it was out of school time, and it was learning, and they earned a credit for it, but it was a dedication and a commitment to learning something on their own—it says a lot about that student. With the digital badging now, as people become more aware of what digital badging means, it’ll tell anybody who’s looking at a student’s transcript. If there’s a digital badge associated with it, they’ll know, ‘Well, that digital badge means that that student met X, Y, and Z criteria.’ These kids will be able to have transcripts that show learning that they could not accomplish in a traditional school day.

Some participants referred to this challenge as a “chicken or egg” situation: Should badges be created and awarded first and then buy-in sought from key stakeholders like college admissions officers and employers? Or, should buy-in be sought first? The AN has followed the first route, with the result being that students said they do not value badges because they do not believe anyone outside the AN values them. The second and third most commonly cited opportunities—actionability and recognition—are directly related to the ability to establish one’s credibility to external audiences. Students and community partners were the most likely to comment on the opportunity to display badges publicly online and thereby gain widespread recognition for one’s achievements (Table 1). One community partner said: “I like the idea of the students collecting badges, kind of like Boy Scouts, to show off their achievements.” Similarly, a student commented: “If you get a
digital badge and it’s on your profile, it shows people what you’ve accomplished.” Yet, as noted above, the current low degree of badge awareness among stakeholders poses challenges to using them for the purpose of gaining recognition from external audiences. Indeed, this challenge of visibility was the third most frequently cited challenge, representing 11% (38/352) of all challenge statements.

With respect to actionability, participants, particularly AN staff, recognized the opportunity to use the public and trustworthy record of one’s skills to unlock future education and career opportunities. One AN staff member remarked:

I think adults coming together to validate student learning outside of classes that are not serving them well and helping them to leverage those towards new experiences and opportunities, that feels like a really nice narrative that I can understand why that all would exist.

However, reflecting the widespread recognition among participants that the badge system in its current form is not yet unlocking such opportunities for students, the same participant went on to say: “Do I think our badges are currently doing that? No. Do I think they could? Maybe.” According to this and other participants, the primary impediment to unlocking future opportunities relates to the chicken or egg problem discussed above. Badges will not unlock tangible opportunities for students until they hold value for key stakeholders such as college admissions officials and prospective employers. However, in order for these stakeholders to buy into badges they must be convinced of their worth.

An additional challenge associated with establishing the value and credibility of badges pertains to issues of quality control. One AN staff member observed: “An arts program can create a badge … But if it’s too shallow and it’s all over the place, it’s going to be hard for people to sort you know, crap from good stuff.” Another AN staff member expressed concern about awarding badges based solely on participation:

“We first of all need to get beyond digital badges for participation. Like it should not be just because I participate, therefore I get a badge. It waters it down, it means nothing doing this.” This participant saw awarding such participation-based badges as a key impediment to gaining broad stakeholder buy-in for badges. A student expressed a similar sentiment when he said: “I just feel like what’s the point of a digital badge if … everyone basically got it.”

3.2.3. Empowering students through learning pathways

Participants recognized both potentials and challenges associated with using badges to motivate learners (Tables 1 and 2). Indeed, motivation constituted the second most frequently cited opportunity by teachers. Comments associated with the positive motivating role of badges tended to mention the promise of gaining reward or recognition. With respect to reward, one teacher reflected: “Anytime a student receives merit or credit they seem like they want to do more and they get more involved. I mean [that’s the case] with any type of incentive.” With respect to recognition, one student commented on the motivating role that seeing others’ badges publicly displayed might play in students’ desire to earn their own badges: “It inspires people … in a way that if their friends are earning, maybe they’d think about it. They might say oh, they’re earning, why like shouldn’t I?”

Both students and adults tied the motivational aspect of badges to their potential to unlock real opportunities for students. One student stipulated that she would be motivated to earn badges provided they helped her get into college: “I would show them [publicly online] and I will do everything to earn it.” Similarly, a community partner expressed the belief that badges will only be motivating to students if they are valued by external audiences and able to unlock concrete opportunities: “If there was buy-in from the people for whom it should matter [like colleges], then I think it could motivate students. But if there isn’t that buy in, I don’t know how it would motivate them.”

Reflecting the current lack of stakeholder buy-in, several students declared they were not currently motivated by the prospect of earning badges. One student declared: “Badges don’t motivate me. I’m doing it because of my own personal interest.” This student’s statement also surfaces a concern expressed by eight of the 25 (32%) adults interviewed that digital badges, operating as an extrinsic motivator, could prove detrimental to students’ intrinsic motivation to learn. One community partner stated: “I think centering the pursuit of digital badges as the ultimate opportunity of engaging in an ELE, I think that’s something that everyone needs to be cautious about.” Similarly, one AN staff member commented: “I would be hoping that we would be emphasizing building an intrinsic, personal motivation to learn over you learn because you get something.” In contrast, another AN staff member explained why she was not concerned about a trade-off between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation: “I don’t think a single badge is going to give anybody motivation to do something they don’t already want to do. I think it just is a little bit of a nudge.”

3.2.3. Empowering students through learning pathways

Both adults and students expressed optimism about the potential for badges to empower students by placing them in control of documenting and displaying their learning. As several AN staff explained, the metadata associated with badges provide rich, visible documentation of learning so that students know exactly what they need to do in order to earn a particular badge. Moreover, the digital form and interoperability of badges are intended to allow students to display their learning to specific audiences and on platforms of their choosing. As a result of these properties, badges have the potential to increase the visibility and transparency of learning trajectories, making it possible for students to choose where to go next in their learning. One AN staff member described the relationship between badges, learning pathways, and empowerment in the following way: “[With badges], individuals of any age can put together, curate, and then follow their own highly individualized learning pathways with their own goals and outcomes in mind.” Key to this statement is the idea of placing students in control of their learning.

While students did not talk explicitly about learning pathways, they did express optimism about the potential for badges to play a positive, empowering role in their learning. In one focus group, students pointed out that, unlike grades, badges are awarded for positive achievements. One of the student participants reflected: “[Instead of] showing the negative side, [badges] show much more of the good side of what you’ve done.” By contrast, she explained, grades show both failure and success. Another student explained why she thought that badges were a fairer way to assess students than grades:

My friend from [neighborhood school] last year did an ELE, the debate ELE, but she wasn’t a native speaker. And so I’m saying if you create a rubric for these ELEs where you either get a 100% or what they talk about, this is a hundred, this is a ninety, this is an eighty and so on
and so on. I think you create a structure that people don’t want to be in because you’ll feel, like I think, it’s really unfair for some people. Especially because ELEs are I think meant to be inclusive and very supportive.

This student is pointing out the value in breaking out of the traditional system of assessment, which is experienced as unfairly biased against them by many underrepresented students, such as non-native English speakers. Collectively, these youth statements indicate that students recognize in badges a mechanism to create a fairer means of assessment, one that emphasizes their successes rather than failures.

Several adult participants linked having control over one’s learning trajectory to issues of equity in education, observing that the students served by the AN typically do not receive as much support as students in more affluent school districts in packaging their skills and accomplishments for external audiences such as college admissions officers and prospective employers. One AN staff member explained:

[Badges have] value for our students … when they are competing against students from suburban schools that have access to like really bad [sic] astrobotics clubs and things like that … I mean this is a very unique opportunity for [our students] to stand out against other [more affluent] students in college … If my kid can HTML code and he's competing against a bunch of kids that have more opportunities, more affluent backgrounds, like that’s sort of where we’re positioned to make a difference [with badges].

This participant observed that badges have the potential to help narrow the disparity between more and less affluent students by providing the means for less affluent students to document and display their learning in a way that they typically receive little support in doing but which is common practice among affluent students. In a similar manner, another AN staff member observed:

A badge might be an easy translation so that kids who aren’t really trained to talk about their learning experiences and talk about what they’ve done — and no senior in high school gets — or at least not in [this school district] — really gets a good education in how to … sell your experiences or how to talk about things you’ve done besides the grades you've gotten and things like that. So if a badge does that, that’s where I think the potential is.

Related to these comments about personal packaging, one community partner reflected specifically on the opportunity for students to craft a positive online presence:

I also think it is a good opportunity to change people's online presence for the good you know, to give them something [positive to show] when they go to a job [interview] someday … Right now if you can Google their name, you get their Facebook. You know, it's having an alternative to Facebook chat showing up [in a] Google [search].

Like the two AN staff members quoted above, this participant also commented on the disparity between more and less affluent youth with respect to the level of support they receive from adults and peer mentors concerning their strategies for curating a positive online presence and digital footprint.

While learner control and empowerment represents a central goal of digital badges, several participants noted that the current ELE badge system was implemented and is now administered in a decidedly top-down manner. One AN staff member stated: “Quite frankly, I think for many students right now, they (A) don’t know what a badge is, and (B) don’t give a crap about a badge. I think it’s an adult construct, by and large.” When asked what he thought of badges, one student responded flatly: “Horrible.” Asked why he felt that way about badges, he explained: “Because I didn’t make it my own. I wanted to make it look like the way I wanted to make it look.”

Students also expressed the desire to maintain control over where and to whom they display their badges. Proponents of digital badges celebrate their ability to facilitate connections across contexts so that skills and achievements gained in one setting can be recognized and used to unlock future opportunities in another setting (Ito et al., 2013; Riconscente et al., 2013). However, the students in the current sample were not enthusiastic about the idea of sharing badges across certain online platforms. In fact, privacy concerns represented the third most frequently cited challenge among youth participants. When asked if he would want to display his badges on social network platforms like Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook, one student shook his head and said: “I don’t want anybody to know, because like I want to keep that separate like one thing from the other.” He went on to explain the different purposes of Twitter and the CentralSite website: “[Twitter is] to put your feelings, what are you doing … With the [CentralSite] website, you post like about the debate, what you’re learning.” Embedded in this quote and expressed explicitly by other students is an awareness of the different audiences on different online platforms. While students said they would like to show their badges to college admissions officers and prospective employers, they would not want to show badges to friends, preferring to maintain a separation between their academic and social worlds.

### 3.2.4. Integrating badges into existing practices: logistical and institutional challenges

As the ones responsible for implementing the badge system, AN staff members were most vocal about the challenges associated with administering a badge system. In fact, the most commonly cited challenge identified by AN staff was the effort and work required to implement and scale the current badge system. This challenge accounted for 27% of all challenge statements (44/164) made by AN staff. Within the entire sample of participants, the effort and work associated with implementing a badge system emerged as the second most frequently cited challenge, behind the challenge of using badges to establish one’s credibility. These statements addressed the work required to gain buy-in from key stakeholders such as students, teachers, college admissions officers, and potential employers. Specifically, AN staff pointed to the work involved in educating these stakeholders about what badges are, how to interpret them, and how to incorporate them into their existing practices. One AN participant reflected on the effort required to educate students in particular:

If you want to have large-scale impact with the digital badges, we do have to invest time in making sure that, again, the students have even a remote idea as to what it is, and then knowing the level, the range of sort of tech literacy [among students], what they have on their plate, just the struggle to get that college application in, period.
Implied in this statement is the recognition that in order for badges to play a positive role in promoting social equity (discussed in the previous section), students must be supported in developing the necessary digital literacy skills to use badges strategically to unlock future education and career opportunities. It is not enough simply to introduce badges and leave it up to students and other stakeholders to figure out how to use and make sense of them.

AN staff participants also had much to say about the technical challenges they face with respect to implementing a badge system in an under-resourced community. One AN participant commented on students’ lack of access to computers: “These students don’t all have computers at home. And sometimes, they aren’t able to access computers at school.” Even when students can get on a computer at school, one AN participant remarked: “[The] internet firewalls in our public schools most closely resemble China’s firewalls.” Indeed, the first badge awarding ceremony was complicated by the fact that the school at which it took place blocked access to the CentralSite website. A savvy student used a workaround to circumvent the school’s firewall so that students could get on the site and claim their badges. Another AN participant tied these types of technical challenges to the goal of using badges to promote social equity in education: “I think badges can level the playing field, but the infrastructure and the supports need to be there for urban districts to actually allow them to catch up, because technically, they’re 20 or 30 years behind.”

4. Discussion

This study explored how digital badges were perceived and experienced by the students, teachers, and staff associated with an after-school program that awards high school credit for students’ successful participation in its programming. The findings provide new insight into the opportunities and challenges that key stakeholders associate with digital badges. The most frequently cited opportunity—credibility—was also identified as the biggest challenge to badge adoption. While participants recognized the value in being able to document students’ afterschool learning and share it with a wide audience, they noted the difficulty of having this new form of credential recognized widely as legitimate, trustworthy evidence of students’ skills and achievements. In this discussion, we consider this and other key findings in light of existing theory and research related to badges and their function as mediating devices and boundary objects.

Our investigation of Research Question 1 revealed that badges operated on the periphery of the afterschool program during the period in which the study took place. Both students and teachers were largely unaware of badges. For those participants who had heard about them, badges were not playing a measurable role in their day-to-day experiences or motivation for taking part in the program. In contrast, all participants knew that successful participation in the afterschool program would result in earning high school elective credit. Course credit was something that students recognized and valued because it was directly tied to and affected their school experience. Badges, on the other hand, offered no such obvious benefit to students. Due to the lack of visibility and awareness of badges, participants’ comments about the opportunities associated with badges were largely oriented to what they could potentially do, not what they currently did. The challenges focused more on the immediate, concrete obstacles to successful adoption of badges in the afterschool program.

As noted above, credibility emerged as the dominant opportunity and challenge associated with badge adoption (Research Question 2). Participants in the current study recognized the potential for badges to communicate trustworthy information about students’ afterschool experiences by providing a visible, enduring record of achievement. This record includes credibility-signaling information such as the criteria for earning a badge, the specific evidence produced by the learner, and the identity of the badge issuer. Such documentation has typically been challenging to achieve in informal learning settings that operate outside the standards, assessments, and grades used to mark progress in formal educational settings (Bell et al., 2013). The potential to document and communicate credible information within and across contexts was associated with the second and third most popular opportunities cited by study participants: recognition and actionability. The visual icon and metadata associated with a badge provide visible documentation of a learner’s accomplishments. Because they are digital and displayed online, badges have the ability to communicate information about learners to diverse audiences, including those that are internal and those that are external to the setting in which the badge was earned (Riconscente et al., 2013). Student participants expressed enthusiasm about the prospect of gaining recognition for their afterschool accomplishments from audiences they valued, particularly college admissions officers and prospective employers. Along with the adult participants, students appreciated the value in using this recognition to unlock future educational and employment opportunities. Taken together, these top three opportunities of credibility, recognition, and actionability tie into previous work underscoring the socially embedded nature of learning and the importance of being recognized for the roles one assumes within a community of practice (Holland et al., 1998; Nasir & Hand, 2008). As mediating devices, badges have the potential to serve as “tools of identity” that help students establish their roles and shape how others see them (Holland et al., 1998, p. 42).

In contrast to badges being effective mediating devices, however, they must be recognized as holding real value by all relevant stakeholders, from students and teachers to admissions officers and prospective employers. The fact that credibility emerged as the most frequently cited challenge to badge adoption reflects the recognition among participants that the potential they saw in badges had not yet been realized. Their comments mostly centered on the stated belief that few people know what badges are or how to interpret the information they contain. AN staff participants discussed the “chicken or egg” conundrum of not knowing whether badges should be created first and buy-in from stakeholders sought later, or whether stakeholder buy-in should be secured before implementing a badge system. These reflections about the challenges of establishing credibility are consistent with Rughinis’ (2013) observation that digital badges entail considerable interpretive work in order to function as successful boundary objects that negotiate meaning across contexts. He notes that the metadata associated with badges provide more nuanced information than traditional credentials. At the same time, this nuance requires more effort on the part of external audiences, who must evaluate and weigh badge metadata to make judgments about the nature of learning taking place across heterogeneous environments. The findings from the current study suggest that key stakeholders are not yet equipped to engage in this interpretive work, underscoring the challenge associated with introducing a new boundary object and establishing its meaning for all concerned parties.

Motivation emerged as a second overarching theme relating to the opportunities and challenges associated with digital badges. Earlier research exploring the motivational aspects of badges has produced evidence that badges have a positive influence on participants’ levels of engagement in particular activities (e.g. Abramovich et al., 2013; Denny, 2013; Restivo & van de Rijt, 2012). The findings from the current
study add depth to this existing evidence by identifying reasons why participants do or do not find badges motivating. Both adults and students recognized the potential—as yet unrealized—for badges to motivate students’ participation. However, several adult participants expressed concern that badges represented an extrinsic form of motivation and would therefore decrease students’ intrinsic desire to participate in the afterschool programming. Our analysis suggests that a key motivating aspect of badges for students relates to their potential to unlock real opportunities outside the afterschool context. In other words, it is not the badge itself that motivates students but what it represents and the opportunities that it can introduce. While there is an element of extrinsic motivation in this view, it is nevertheless compatible with an intrinsic desire to participate in an activity. In this way, the students’ views of motivation are well aligned with a situative perspective on motivation, which rejects a simplistic binary distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation and focuses instead on the meaningfulness of students’ situated participation in learning experiences (Hickey & McCaslin, 2001). This perspective also explains why the motivating potential of badges has not yet been realized in practice. Students will not find badges motivating until they are recognized by and hold value to consequential audiences such as college admissions officers and prospective employers.

A third dominant theme from our analysis concerned the potential for badges to play an empowering role in students’ lives by placing them in control of documenting and displaying their learning. AN staff in particular spoke about the ability for badges to increase the visibility and transparency of learning pathways by showing students their progress towards specific learning goals and the steps they must take to achieve their goals. This view is consistent with published work describing the potential for badges to support students’ movement along learning pathways (Riconscente et al., 2013). As they progress along learning pathways, students deepen their participation in a domain (Bell et al., 2013). Though participants recognized this potential, they noted that the badge system in its present form neither placed students in control of their learning nor increased the visibility of their learning pathways. Participants attributed this disjunction between the potential and the reality of badges to the fact that the badge system had been created and introduced in a top-down manner by select AN staff. As a result, the system was seen by participants as an add-on that was not meaningfully integrated into their daily experiences in the afterschool program. Moreover, several students expressed a desire for greater control over where and to whom they display their badges.

Consistent with previous research (Davis & Klein, 2015), these students wanted to maintain clear boundaries between their peer contexts and school contexts, and were therefore resistant to the prospect of sharing their badges on sites like Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. The theme of student empowerment included discussions of social equity. Adult participants saw the potential for badges to give non-dominant youth a means to package their skills and accomplishments for audiences of import like college admissions officers and prospective employers. This view is consistent with Ito et al.’s (2013) connected learning framework, which highlights the potential for openly networked technologies to level the playing field between dominant and non-dominant youth. For their part, students also recognized an equity opportunity in badges by offering an alternative to traditional systems of assessment like grades, which they viewed as unfairly biased against them. At the same time, some adult participants expressed concern that badges could potentially widen inequity if affluent students are given more support in earning, curating, and sharing their badges.

Finally, as one of the first qualitative investigations of the implementation of a digital badge system, the current study provides new insight into the logistical and institutional challenges that accompany badge adoption in educational settings, particularly those located in under-resourced communities. These challenges include the hard work associated with educating and gaining buy-in from stakeholders located both inside and outside the setting in which badges are awarded. AN staff noted that this work became measurably greater when the afterschool program expanded from serving one high school to three. They did not have the manpower necessary to educate the increased number of students and teachers about badges or to provide support around badge administration. Moreover, because all three high schools were located in under-resourced communities, participants faced a variety of technical challenges, including difficulty accessing working computers and the schools’ restrictive internet firewalls. These challenges threaten to exacerbate the participation gap identified by Jenkins et al. (2009), in which youth from dominant and non-dominant backgrounds experience unequal access to opportunities for participating with new media technologies.

4.1. Limitations and future directions

The in-depth interviews with student and adult participants yielded rich insight into stakeholders’ experiences with and perspectives on digital badges. This strength, however, also represents a limitation of the current study, since caution must be used when considering the implications of the findings beyond this particular afterschool setting. Even within this setting, study participants represented a convenience sample; therefore, their comments may not be representative of the full range of perspectives held by the students and adults affiliated with the Afterschool Network. Nevertheless, care was taken to recruit widely from the afterschool program, and we are confident that the findings accurately represent the dominant views of stakeholders. As future research is conducted on digital badges in education, the findings from this study can be compared to those addressing different educational settings and types of learners. Eventually, the accumulated knowledge will lead to a better understanding of the circumstances under which badges support learning in diverse contexts and for diverse students.

5. Conclusion

Badges represent an alternative method of credentialing that promise to make learning pathways visible and help learners gain recognition for their skills and achievements across contexts. In recent years, badge systems have been introduced into a variety of educational settings, but they have yet to become a widely recognized form of credential. By documenting the perspectives of adult and youth participants in an afterschool program, the current study provides insight into the obstacles that must be overcome in order for badges to be introduced successfully into educational settings, particularly those serving non-dominant youth. These obstacles include gaining buy-in from key stakeholders; discerning the validity of a particular badge, accessing the networked technologies needed to engage with badges, and ensuring that badges fit within the goals and values of badge earners. This insight is crucial for designers and implementers of badge systems to understand if they are to succeed in their efforts to turn badges into a widely accepted, valued documentation of learners’ skills and achievements.
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Appendix A. Coding scheme

A. Personal awareness of badges

B. Badge opportunities

B01. Connect learning across contexts
B02. Provide visible, granular pathways, learning trajectories, micro-credentials
B03. Supports assessment practices
B04. Public recognition beyond learning context
B05. Actionable, use badges to unlock opportunities
B06. Use badges to establish one's credibility, reputation, skills
B07. Motivation: serves as a positive motivating force in learning
B08. Empowerment, agency in hands of learner
B09. Fairness, badges don't sort people like grades do
B10. Supports social equity
B11. Provide a permanent record of learning, accomplishments
B12. Supports positive online presence
B13. "Cool" factor of digital badges
B14. Helps to show/display passion of students
B15. Helps to show diversity of students, including their interests, accomplishments

C. Badge challenges

C01. Privacy concerns: learner may not want connections to be made across contexts
C02. Lack of granularity, everyone gets the same badge
C03. Challenge of evaluating skills
C04. Badges not externally, easily visible to others
C05. Badges fail to unlock opportunities for learner
C06. Challenge of establishing credibility, getting stakeholders to value badges
C07. Motivation: either fails to motivate or places undue emphasis on extrinsic rewards
C08. Top-down initiative, learner doesn't get a say in the design, awarding, use of badges
C09. Unfair to use badges to sort people
C10. Social equity, accessibility due to SES factors, worsening the digital divide
C11. Ephemerality of digital artifacts, obsolescence
C12. Ends vs. means, quantification of learning
C13. Trivial badges, quantity vs. quality, issues of quality control
C14. Technical challenges
C15. Effort, work required, resources, time, money needed to implement, scale badges
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